
Weddings at Filoli



About

Pricing
Proceeds from your event support Filoli’s mission, from the care of the historic 

House, magnificent Gardens, and vast Nature Preserve, to the events and pro-

grams that will keep Filoli culturally relevant for the next 100 years.

Pricing starts at $65,000 for 6-hours of event time.

With over 16 acres of formal gardens, a one-of-a-kind 

grand Ballroom, and nine dynamic event spaces, Filoli 

is the idyllic setting for weddings and celebrations.

Conveniently located between San Francisco and 

Silicon Valley (30 miles outside of San Francisco), 

this unique Estate is recognized as one of the finest 

remaining country estates of the early 20th century.

Filoli hosts no more than one wedding per week, from 

April through October, allowing us to give our couples 

the support and attention they deserve as well as 

flexibility for builds and setups. 

Our wedding package includes:
  Up to 8 hours of set up and 4 hours of tear-down

  Exclusive use of the venue after 5pm

  Dedicated on-site Events Manager

  Complimentary 2-hour Wedding portrait session on the day

  1 Security Gate Guard for the duration of the Wedding

  Complimentary parking for up to 370 cars

  Complimentary Heritage Level Membership

  Ability to extend up to 8 hours for an additional fee

  Use of indoor spaces will be subject to an additional fee based on 

availability

Weddings at Filoli

Contact us
Please don’t hesitate to  

contact us with your desired 

wedding date, or any other question 

you may have.

events@filoli.org  |  650.421.7332
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Filoli Rental  
Requirements

Affiliate  
Vendors

Affiliate Planners 
and Vendors:

Save the Date
Need more time? We can hold a date for up to 60 days, 

for a $3,000 non-refundable deposit.

  Clients must hire an approved wedding planner prior 

to contracting

  Clients must agree to Filoli’s Property Use Guidelines

  All events must use Filoli’s affiliate vendors for 

catering and tenting. All other vendors must be 

approved in advance.

Due to the detailed nature of events at Filoli, we require 

a wedding planner for all weddings. Our affiliate 

planners have proved success and have produced 

spectacular events for our clients.

The Filoli Events Team is happy to provide guidance for 

preferred wedding vendors including but not limited 

to, Photographers, Videographers, Florists, Wedding 

Cakes, Entertainment, and Rentals.
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